THE    TRAINING    OF    THE   WILL
habit of decisive choosing and such self-training as will
avoid that state of mind, best perhaps characterized as
crying over spilt milk.
It seems to me that decisive choosing must be a matter
of time. A sense of moral or aesthetic values is the result
both of long experience and that organization of sentiments
discussed in the last section. Such a result can only be
acquired after many mistakes, and mistakes naturally imply
some future hesitation. The student planning his after-
noon thinks, ' Last time I chose to write an essay instead
of playing hockey and was distrait while I wrote the essay
and unpopular with the hockey team.' Again he must
decide what to do, but if his first choice was not entirely
successful he will naturally hesitate and spend time re-
valuing his motives. I cannot think in the hundred and
one cases of a similax nature that hesitation is bad. And
when the valuation is made and the standard fixed such
hesitations should disappear.
To assert categorically that hesitation is dangerous
seems to me to assume that all people are made in one
mould. Some need a far longer period of trial and error
and a greater amount of experience before the organization
of values and the choice of the right means are effected
and hence before automatic choice, if this is not a contra-
diction of terms, is possible. It has already been urged
that it is unsound to make children work at a speed or for
a length of time that does not suit them. After all, most
of us are not slow for mere fun; we knit, talk, work,
memorize as fast as we can and our reasons for dawdling
are not necessarily connected with our capacity to acquire
the type of skill required of us. So with hesitation. In
Sentimental Tommy Grizel was furious with Tommy because
he failed to know his own mind—she being a young thing
who always knew what she wanted. Tommy retorted
that it was all very well for her because she had only one
mind to make up, whereas he had many ! In other words,

